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HELLO 40
In 2017, DARRAN Furniture reaches a proud milestone - 40 years of providing 

quality products and service in the contract furniture industry. In 1977, DARRAN 

was founded by two friends with a humble 12 employees. From there, we have 

grown to three manufacturing facilities that produce more than 40 furniture        

collections in North Carolina. Our furniture has changed, but our foundation has 

not. We have refined and cultivated our trade into who we are today- true to craft.

As we celebrate four decades of success, we are embracing our commitment to 

delivering innovative designs and solutions for commercial interiors. DARRAN is 

saying Hello 40 with five new product debuts at NeoCon 2017. 
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ThinkingQuietly

In a lively setting, ThinkingQuietly’s range of acoustic furniture turns the volume down on peripheral sound. The acoustic material is fabricated from compressed recycled plastic. Workstations are          

available with front privacy panels and a mobile briefcase that can be placed between users. Cable trays utilize the same material to conceal power and data, reducing floor level noise. 

designed by ThinkingWorks Design Studio
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Acoustical engineers assisted in the design challenge of reducing 

noise in the open office by targeting the workstation itself
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Desk pads are molded with a non slip backing, providing desktop organization and power

A solid wood Y-frame with LED lights creates an overhead umbrella, trapping sound as it naturally travels upward
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The 4-person workstation with an umbrella improves acoustic 

performance up to 44% over standard stations with screens
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EdgeWorks

The collection takes its name from the refined profile of the steel leg. The sharp 

and unhampered design gives different dimensions and appearances from many 

angles. A sliding metal frame allows EdgeWorks to expand and contract, adapting

to ever changing work environments. Workstations seat up to 6 users with front 

and side privacy panels. A full line of accessories includes center-mounted paper

trays and paper sorters. Suspended wire baskets run cables beneath the surface,

allowing for easy wire configuration. 

designed by ThinkingWorks Design Studio
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Suspended wire baskets
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Black or raw metal bases keep with the industrial feel Touchdown ends are available to add meeting spaces for workstation users
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Hollow steel legs can be positioned for inner or outer placement and at various angles to give different dimensional profiles
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Choose from a palette of metal finishes
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DIVA

Go beyond Diva’s striking exterior and discover a host of ingenious design            

elements, each concealed within the solid wood and die cast aluminum frame. 

Diva was engineered using finite element analysis to create maximum strength 

using minimum material. Smart powered legs run wires from a hidden plywood 

undercarriage that easily slides open and closed to connect and conceal. Die 

cast aluminum feet give Diva “high heels,” providing power and eliminating cord 

clutter. Diva allows tops to span up to 144 inches without the need for a center 

support leg. Diva meeting tables come in sitting or standing height, and sizes 

accommodate anywhere from two to twenty-two people comfortably.

designed by ThinkingWorks Design Studio
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Die cast aluminum feet give Diva her “high heels,” providing power while eliminating cord clutter

A hidden plywood undercarriage slides for easy 

access while concealing power cords
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BOTA
Bota is an ever-growing lounge collection that effortlessly adapts to spaces as 

a touchdown terminal, brief meeting area, personal focus nook and an overall 

hub of concourse with integrated power. Viewed from above, the budding Circlet

formation resembles a flower, inspiring the collection name. Thin lines, stitched 

detailing and subtle curves create Bota’s design aesthetic. The appearance and

function of Bota is enhanced through carefully tailored details in the upholstery.

Bota’s array of configurations and sizes give the collection a flexible footprint.

designed by Keith Melbourne
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The core component is a two-seat “Circlet”

lounge, available in three inside radii
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Bota offers freestanding components, including tables and a coat stand
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Bota Shell offers privacy in the middle of lively common spaces. Bota is available in a single double, 

or triple seat module composed of an upholstered back screen, side screens and an optional roof 

canopy. Pull up an ottoman to provide an extra seat when collaborating.
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LAMINA
designed by Keith Melbourne

Lamina tables are inspired by microscopic plant cell structures - precise in structure while maintaining an organic form.

Table tops are highlighted by a soft cut back edge detail with metal legs.



DARRAN Furniture is committed to responsible   

forestry and sustainability in its wood products 

and print publications. This book was sourced 

and produced according to the strict standards 

of the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) using 

products that came from well-managed forests. 
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